The problem of classification of all extensions of a finite group Q by an Abelian group Τ has been reviewed using cohomology of groups and fibre bundle picture. The relevance of this problem in condensed matter physics has been pointed out in the context of crystallography and gauge fields. The Mac Lane method of an effective construction of the corresponding second cohomology group as the quotient group of all operator homomorphisms vs. crossed homomorphisms from some free groups to Τ has been described in detail.
Introduction
When examining symmetry properties of condensed matter in its various phases, one frequently encounters problems with combining different types of operations into a single, unifled scheme. For example, a combination of orthogonal transformations with discrete translations in the three-dimensional Euclidean space results in rich crystallographic constuctions of holoedra, Bravais lattices, arithmetic classes and space groups [1] [2] [3] [4] . Inclusion of time reversal into this scheme yields magnetic point and space groups [5] [6] [7] [8] . Combination of gauge and translation operations gives rise to non-Abelian "magnetic translation groups" [9] [10] which are important in description of quantum Hall effect [11] [12] [13] . Gauge and point group operations combine into some groups which are applied for classification of possible superconducting phases in heavy fermion systems [14] [15] . Some permutation groups of identical atoms, complemented by ordinary geometric operations, yield symmetries of non-rigid molecules [16] [17] [18] [19] and crystals [20] [21] , and suggest some generalizations of crystallography in the direction of hiperbolic geometry [22] [23] [24] . Applications of the general recipe of Weyl [25] (c.f. also [3, 21, [26] [27] [28] ) also involve combinations of the `obvious" and "hidden" symmetries of this recipe.
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In each of these cases, one has to deal with various kinds of symmetry groups like translations, orthogonal transformations, time reversal, gauge, groups of automorphisms, etc. The problem consists in joining two symmetry groups in such a manner that the composite operations are also symmetries of the physical system. There are several attempts to solve some particular cases, but the general answer is not known. The simplest approach consists in construction of the direct or semidirect product of two such groups, and determination of all possible subgroups of this product. Actually, it was just the way of determination of magnetic point and space groups [5, 6] , crystallograplic double groups ( [29] , cf. also [3, 5] ), or gauge-point groups of symmetries of tle superconducting order parameter [14] . A more systematic approach bases on the determination of all equivalence classes of extensions of a group Q by an Abelian group T, using cohomology theory ( [30] [31] ; cf. also [1] [2] [3] [4] 7] ). It yields a complete list of all possible types of composite symmetries in terms of appropriate second cohomology groups. Even if it is constrained to Abelian groups T, it encompasses important physical cases and, in particular, has been proved to work perfectly in the case of crystallographic [1] [2] [3] [4] and magnetic [7] space groups. A serious drawback of tlis approach is that the procedure of evaluation of a second cohomology group in a way based only on definitions becomes untractable even in relatively simple cases, for reason of enormous combinatorial com, lexity. An essential simplification is provided by a method proposed by Mac Lane [32] , based on the notion of free groups. This method has been used by Mozrzymas [3, 33] in the context of factor systems for space groups, but otlerwise seems to us not to be much known in the literature of condensed matter physics.
The aim of the present review is twofold. Firstly, we describe in some detail the clasification of all extensions of a finite group Q by an Abelian group Τ in terms of group cohomologies. Tlis well-known mathematical result seems to us to be fuitful in problems related to combination of symmetries in condensed matter physics. We point out here two particular cases which already need such a systematic approach: (i) gauge and geometric symmetries, (ii) obvious and hidden symmetries of the recipe of Weyl. The former is related to such physical subjects as anyons [33] [34] [35] , braid group [36] , statistics of quasiparticles in high-Τc superconductivity [35, 37] , topological invariants in quantum Hall effect [11] [12] [13] [38] [39] , and the latter -quasicrystals [23] , inflation and deflation ules [23] , and hiperbolic geometry [23] [24] .
Secondly, we present the method of Mac Lane [32] for an efficient determination of the second cohomology group and constuction of representative extensions in terms of free groups. Due to this method, the machinery of group cohomologies becomes tractable. However, the original mathematical language [32, 30] seems to us to be rather hermetic and too concise for direct applications in condensed matter physics, therefore we try to adapt it b some reformulations, comments, and introductory remarks. We also put it in the context of physical applications, in particular in crystallography and gauge fields.
Extensions of groups
Let Q be a fmite group, Τ -a finite Abelian group, and Δ : Q --> Aut Τ -the action of the "active" group Q on the "passive" group Τ. Roughly, one can think of Q, T, and Δ as, respectively, the fmite analogy of the point group, discrete translation group (with Born-von Κarman boundary conditions), and the geometric action of the point group Q on the translation group T, embedded in the Euclidean space. A group G is said to be an extension of Q by Τ under the action Δ if it has a normal subgroup T' 4 G isomorphic with T, and the quotient group G/T' is isomorphic with Q. Let We observe that whereas the base coordinate q of g E G is uniquely determined by the fιbration ξ, the position of this element within the fiber ω -1 (q) depends upon the choice of the section ψ, or, equivalently, on the set of coset representatives. Thus an extension G of Q by Τ is characterized by the bundle stucture (G, Q, T, ω) rather than by Cartesian product Τ x Q. The base is "absolute", i.e. determined by the fibration ξ alone, whereas each fiber is "relative" since the fibre coordinate t of g depends on the section ψ, which can be chosen arbitrarily (cf. Ingarden and Jamiołkowski [42] for the kinematic interpretation of the bundle structure vs. Cartesian product in terms of Galilean and Aristotelian space-time). It is convenient to express this dependence explicitly by introducing the mapping ι : G→ G given by with the property The mapping α is called the choice function (Kargapolov and Merzlakov [43] ). Then the fibre coordinate t of g is given by
The group map μ provides a trivialization of the bundle ξ , i.e. a presentation of the extension G in a form of the Cartesian product T x Q in accordance witl Eqs. (10) and (11) . Such a trivialization, however, is not canonical since it depends on the section ψ. check that the action Δ is invariant under any change of tle section ψ (since Τ is Abelian), therefore it can be put in a simple form adapted to additive notation for Τ.
Using Eqs. (16) and (18), the multiplication in G the Seitz formula for multiplication in terms of symbols (t, q) of the group map μ. This formula reflects transparently the bundle structure (5) of the extension G with the group map μ (or trivialization) given by the factorization of tle formulas (10)- (11). We observe that the multiplication on the base factor Q (the second argument of the pair (t, q)) is "absolute" -it is simply the group multiplication of Q.
From the other hand, the multiplication on tle typical fiber Τ (the first argument) is "relative" in two aspects. Firstly, the action Δ of Q on Τ implies the semidirect product structure Τ u Q instead of the direct one T ® Q. It is reflected in the "crossed homomorphism, term t 1 + q1 t 2 instead of t1 + t2 , and reduces to the direct product only for the case when the action Δ = Δ0 is trivial, i.e.
It also yields a new group map μ' : G -3 Τ χ Q given by
The second feature is related to a remarkable but not always evident observation that there can exist various classes of nonequivalent extensions G of Q by Τ with fixed Δ, which have essentially different stuctures.
Two extensions (G, K, ω) and (G', K', ω') of the group Q by the group Τ under the same action Δ are said to be equivalent if tlere exists such an isomorphism In general, two extensions G and G' are not necessarily equivalent. They can even be non-isomorphic. In crystallography, each equivalence class corresponds to a particular space group, and such groups differ mutually by types of screw axes and glide planes. One of them is symorphic and corresponds to the semidirect product, whereas all the other are non-symorphic. In gauge fleld theories the difference is associated with flux quantization [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] .
Let us now identify the group manifold of the extension G with μ(G) = Τ x Q. Then, by virtue of Eq. (20) , the extension G is uniquely determined by the factor system m : Q x Q → Τ. Moreover, one can prove that each factor system m, satisfying appropriate compatibility conditions resulting from the associativity requirement for group multiplication, yields an extension G. This way, extensions can be classified using factor systems. It can be done in a compact and elegant way using some notions of cohomology of groups ( [31] ; cf. also [1] [2] [3] 30] ). They are shortly described in the next chapter.
Cohomologies of groups
The cohomοlogy theory of groups starts with the notion of an n-cochain, i.e. a mapping f : Q' Τ from the n-th Cartesian power Qn = Q x Q x ... x Q of the active group Q to the passive group T, for n = 1,2, .... Moreover, it is convenient to assume that each element t of the passive group Τ is a zero-cochain. The set of all n-cochains, witl pointwise addition imposed by the group Τ in additive notation, forms an Abelian group. Tlus each gauge transformation c defined by Eq. (22) is a one-cochain, and each factor system m defined by Eq. The key notion of cohomology is the coboundary operator δ n :
, which is a group homomorphism defmed by the formula Such a definition is a natural generalization of the notion of a boundary of a chain of simplices in standard homology theory. Let us observe that the mapping f E CnΔ(Q, T) has n arguments qi, i = 1, 2, ... , n, whereas its coboundary δn f has already n + 1 argments, and that the arguments qi and qi+1 in the second line of Eq. (27) are "glued" together by the group multiplication in Q.
The cases n = 0, 1, and 2 yield, respectively. The definition (27) of the coboundary operator δ n yields which implies
In other words, each n-coboundary is an n-cocycle, therefore the group ΒnΔ(Q,Τ) is a subgroup of Ζ n Δ ( Q, T ) . I t i s w o r t h w h i l e t o p o i n t o u t h e r e t h a t o n e s h o u l d n o t be lead by some naive considerations to formulate the opposite statement, since, in general, it does not hold. Examples of such puzzles in mathematics are given by the history of false proofs of the famous Fermat's Last Theorem of the number theory [44] , and an interesting physical context, associated with a classification of twodimensional quasicrystals, is raised up by Mermin, Rokhsar, and Wright [45] . The key observation is that there do exist such n-cocycles f ZnΔ ( Q , T ) , w h i c h are not n-coboundaries. Cohomology theory of groups provides a natural measure of difference between n-coboundaries and n-cocycles, which is the quotient group called the n-th cohomology group (of Q in Τ under the action Δ). Elements n of the n-th cohomology group H nΔ(Q,T) are in a one-toone correspondence with different classes of n-cocycles modulo n-coboundaries. In particular, the unit element n0 of H (Q, T) corresponds to the class of all n-coboundaries. If the cohomology group is trivial, i.e. H n Δ ( Q , T ) = (31)), whereas the group Ζ (Q, T) of all zero-cocycles consists of all such elements t E Τ which satisfy (cf. Eq. (27) ). Thus i.e. the zeroth cohomology group H0Δ(Q,T) consists of all such elements t of the passive group T, which are invariant under the action Δ of the active group Q.
The case n = 1 is associated with the notion of crossed homomorphisms. A crossed homomorphism from the group Q to the group Τ under the action Δ is A two-coboundary is such a two-cochain which can be presented in a form δ 1 c, where c C1Δ ( Q , T ) i s a o n e -c o c h a i n . S e c t i o n 2 a l l o w s u s t o r e c o g n i z e e v e r y one-cochain c as a gauge transformation representing a change of a group map μ (Eq. (11)) to μ' (Eq. (24)), or, equivalently, a change of the corresponding section to ψ', for a fixed structure of fibration ξ of the extension G. The latter change, described by Eq. (22), can be thus written in a more compact form as with the pointwise addition defined by the group Τ. The change (46) of the section is accompanied by the corresponding change (23) of the factor system, which now can be rewritten as Thus a two-coboundary δ 1 c describes a trivial factor system, and the group Bv (Q, T) corresponds to the equivalency class of all these extensions G which are gauge--equivalent to the semidirect product with the trivial factor system m0 given by Each element of the second cohomology group H2Δ (Q, T) uniquely classifles an equivalency class of extensions of Q by Τ under the action Δ.
This way the problem of classification of all gauge-nonequivalent extensions of a group Q by an Abelian group Τ with a fixed action Δ becomes identical with that of determination of the second cohomology group H2Δ ( Q , T ) . T e c h n i c a l l y , o n e has to determine the group Ζ2Δ ( Q , T ) o f a l l t w o -c o c y c l e s , i . e . t h o s e t w o -c o c h a i n s m which satisfy the associativity condition (44), and the subgroup .B2Δ(Q, T) of all t w o -c o b o u n d a r i e s δ 1 c ( E q . ( 3 5 )
) . U n f o r t u n a t e l y , i t b e c o m e s a h o p e l e s s l y d i f f i c u l t computational problem even for small groups Q and Τ since the order of the group of all two-cochains is and for each two-cochain one has to check |Q|3 conditions (44) . In the next chapter we describe the Mac Lane free group approach, which significantly simplifies the determination of the second cohomology group.
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The free group method of Mac Lane
The metlod for the determination of the second cohomology group H2Δ (Q,, Τ) proposed by Mac Lane [32, 30] bases on a theorem that this group is isomorphic with some quotient group for another exact sequence involving free groups. A nice feature of this method is that the latter cohomology group can be evaluated more easily than H2Δ ( Q , T ) .
O n e h 1 t o a c c e p t , h o w e v e r , s o m e m o r e t e r m i n o l o g y o n f r e e groups, alphabets, operator homomorphisms, etc. ( [30, 43, 46, 47] ).
Combinatorial description of a group Q involves the set Α Q of its generators and the set of relations. Tle notion of a free group serves essentially to provide rigorous definitions for these notions and tools for studying its properties. We are not going to develope any complete description of free groups here, but only put some comments to make the Mac Lane method accessible for non-specialists. A free group F provides such a distinguished example of a group, which is defined only by the set X of its generators, whereas the Set of relations is trivial, i.e. it encompasses only those relations which unavoidably emerge form group axioms, i.e. f f -1 = er, f F and eΓ is the unit ed ment of F. In short, a free group F is "free from relations". The set Χ is called the ahphabet of F, elements x E Χ are letters, and elements f Ε F can be presented as words in the alphabet X as where εi = ±1 for i = 1, 2, ..., n, and xi E Χ. The cardinality |X| of Χ is called the rank of the free group F. Thus, in particular, each element f F, f ≠ er, is of infinite order, and groups of rank |X| > 2 are non-Abelian.
An important result of the combinatorial group theory (a part of the famous Nielsen-Schreier theorem) is that every subgroup R of a free group F is also free and normal in F(R d F). An arbitrary group Q is isomorphic witl the quotient group F/R for some free groups F and R. Let Α Q be the set of generation of our active group Q, F be the group generated freely from the set A, and 1I : F -> Q be tle corresponding epimorphism, with the kernel where eQ is the unit element of Q. Thus the alphabet Χ of the free group F can be chosen such that M(X) = A, so that the rank of the group F is
The group Q is therefore presented by the set Α of its generation and the free group R of its relations. The normal subgroup R 4 F defines the exact sequence where i : R -> F is the injection homomorplism. It also defines the fibration of the free group F with the base Q, the typical fiber R, and the bundle projection
The method of Mac Lane exploits some relations between the exact sequence (54) and (1), and between the fibrations ξ of the extension G of Q by Τ (Eq. (5)), and the fibration ς of the extension F of Q by R (Eq. (55) ). Both sequences involve the same group Q as well as the same initial and final trivial groups 0 and 1, whereas the intermediate groups of the exact sequence (1), i.e. Τ and G, are some homomorphic images of the corresponding group R and F of the exact sequence (54), so that (54) is a cover of (1). Similarly, the fibration ς (Εq. (55)) can be looked at as an universal prototype of the fibration of the extension G.
We need to describe the stucture of groups F and R, as well as of the fibration ς in some more detail. Fibres Μ -1 (q), q E Q, of the fibration ς are determined by the decomposition of F into right cosets as and the representatives fq define a section Ψ : Q → F of the bundle F. It is convenient to choose these representatives in such a way that the set satifies the following condition: if the word f given by Eq. (52) belongs to S, each initial subword for n' = 1,2,. . . , n -1 also belongs to S. Each set of right coset representatives satisfying this property is called the Schreier set [43] . It can be proved inductively that Schreier sets do exist ( [30, 43, 46, 47] ).
It is well known that every subgroup of a free group is also free. Thus the kernel R 4 F of the epimorphism M is a free group. Elements of this group correspond to relations of the group Q (cf. Eq. (48)). An alphabet Υ of the free group R is constructed using the Nielsen-Schreier theorem. Let ς of Eq. (50) be the fibration of the group F given b y the decomposition (53), W be the section of the bundle F along a Schreier set S, and be the corresponding choice function. The Nielsen-Schreier theorem states then that the group R is freely generated by all non-trivial elements of the form sxβ(sx) -1 , x E Χ, s E S. In other words, the formula determines an alphabet of the group R of all relations of the active group Q. The rank of the group R is It is worthwhile to observe that i.e. that the rank |Y| of the subgroup R is larger than that of the group F.
We proceed to define the notion of an operator h^omomorphism. To obtain this aim, we consider two actions of the free group F: Τ f o r m s a n A b e l i a n g r o u p , with the group multiplication imposed by Τ.
We have also to consider the group of all crossed h^omomorphisms from F to Τ under the action Δ o Μ (cf. Eq. (38)).
Clearly, a crossed homomorphism γ is not necessarily a group homomorphism from I to T, but it satisfies and Using these formulas, one can readily find that the restriction of a crossed homomorphism γ to the subgroup R 4 F satisfies the condition (65), thus it is an operator homomorphism. The set Z1 ΔΟ Μ(F,T)|R of all restrictions γ| R of crossed homomorphisms γ (from the group F to the group T) to the subgroup R 4 F forms a normal subgroup of the group of all operator homomrphisms, i.e. Now we can formulate the key Mac Lane theorem which states that the second cohomology group H2Δ(Q,, T) is isomorphic with the quotient group of Eq. (71), i.e. that Thus the evaluation of the second cohomology group, i.e. the classification of extensions of Q by Τ under Δ, coincides with the evaluation of the group HomF(R, T) of operator homomorphisms from R to T, and the group Ζ1 ΔΟM (F, T) |R of restriction to R of crossed homomorplisms from F to Τ. 5 . Construction of the second cohomology group and gauge-nonequivalent factor systems
5.I. The group of operator homomorphisms
Every homomorphism φ Hom(R,T) is uniquely determined b y its values y E Y, on the alphabet Y of the group R, since all its other values φ(r), r R, follow from the group multiplication. Thus the set Hom(R, T) is in a one-toone correspondence with the set of all mappings from Υ to T, i.e.
(we use the same letter φ for the homomorphism and the associated mapping).
Operator homomorphisms are all those mappings φ E Τ, which satisfy the condition (66), which can be rewritten as having constructed these two groups, HomF(R, T) and its normal subgroup Ζ1Δ0M(F,T), one can readily obtain the quotient group, and identify it with the second cohomology group H2Δ(Q,T) by virtue of Mac Lane theorem.
The group of restrictions of crossed homomorphisms
The factor systems
Each operator homomorphism φ HomF(R, T) yields the corresponding factor system m : Q x Q → Τ which, in turn, defines an extension G of Q by Τ under the action Δ. The factor system m is constucted by means of the factor system p : Q x Q → R, associated with the fibration ς and a section Ψ of the free group F by the formula where fq = Ψ (q) is the representative of the right coset decomposition (56). Then the factor system m determining the extension G is given by If two operator homomorphisms, φ and φ' , belong to the same coset of the group HomF(R, T) with respect to the subgroup Z1Δ Ο M(F, T), the corresponding extensions, G and G', are equivalent; otherwise they belong to different equivalency classes. This way, each such class corresponds to a single element of the second cohomology group Η (Q, Τ).
Final remarks and conclusions
We have reviewed here some mathematical results concerning classification and constuction of extensions of finite groups by Abelian groups, and briefly pointed out their relevance in condensed matter physics.
The problem of classification of such extensions is formulated in the language of group cohomologies. It follows that the extension G of Q by Τ under the action Δ can be equipped with the structure of the Cartesian product T x Q with the group multiplication given by the Seitz formula (20) involving an appropriate factor system m : Q x Q → Τ given by Eq. (16). This structure, however, is not canonical since a fixed extension G can be related to various factorizations Τ x Q with the corresponding factor systems differing by a two-coboundary δ 1 c, in accordance with Eq. (47) . A corresponding one-cochain c : Q -^ Τ is a gauge transformation. Any two extensions G and G', which have factor systems differing b y an arbitrary two-coboundary δ1c are equivalent, i.e. they have isomorphic fibrations ξ and ξ ' with the same base Q and typical fiber T. In general, no gauge is distinguished, i.e. there is no "absolute" factor system.
The theory of cohomologies of groups manifestly expresses the possibility of existence of nonequivalent extensions, with non-isomorphic fibrations. Each In practice, such a procedure is untractable even for very simple cases. The method proposed by Mac Lane provides an important simplification of constuction of two-cocycles, two-coboundaries and the second cohomology groups by reducing it to evaluation of some one-cochains of free group8. The free group F enters the method of Mac Lane as an universal cover of the finite group Q defined by a set A of generators of Q. Thus F can be looked at as a possible generalization of symmetries described by Q. A simple example for such a generalization for the case of a point group Q is its double group Q' -an extension of Q by the two-element group. Possibly, some covering groups for point groups Q, intermediate between Q and F, are appropriate candidates for molecular symmetry groups.
Another free group involved is the kernel R of the epimorphism M : F → Q, which is the group of all relations of the group Q, written in terms of the alphabet .Y of F. Just this group is a prototype of all possible factor systems m : Q x Q → T. A remarkable feature is that the alphabet Υ of the subgroup R 4 F has more letters than the alphabet X of the group F. It allows us to understand why the amount of crossed homomorphisms from F to Τ is smaller than that of operator homomorphismιs from R to Τ. Roughly speaking, the former is selected from the set of |T||X| independent homomorphisms, whereas the latter arises from the set of |Τ||Y| elements. Just this feature can be attributed to the fact that the second cohomology group H^( Q,T) is often non-trivial, i.e. that there exist gauge-nonequivalent extensions.
